ENTERPRISE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

SOTI surf

SOTI surf is a secure mobile browser for iOS and Android
devices. It can be downloaded from the Google Play
Store and the Apple App Store. SOTI surf is based on
the Chromium open-source web browser project and
provides users with a fast, familiar browsing interface that
provides easy access to their organization’s content on a
mobile device. SOTI surf lets IT organizations control the
browsing experience — configuring browser features and
security settings to meet the company’s unique business
needs and end-user requirements. Making the enterprise
browsing experience win/win for IT and the mobile
worker expedites the corporate content strategy and
helps business take mobility to endless possibilities.

The benefits of open source
By developing SOTI surf using the Chromium open-source
project, SOTI has effectively “hired” thousands of the best
software developers in the world. Open-source software is
inherently more secure, more flexible, and higher quality than
in-house development or proprietary third-party software
packages. Security flaws are identified, fixed, tested and
made available for use faster.

SOTI surf features and benefits
Improve the user experience
SOTI surf gives mobile workers a familiar, easy-to use mobile browser that allows them to access corporate content without
worrying about security and privacy. SOTI surf provides many standard browser features, including:
•
•
•

Familiar browser interface includes; tabbed browsing, navigation, home and refresh buttons.
Customizable settings such as bookmarks, text scaling, restore tabs and download location.
•
Google SafeSearch blocks inappropriate or explicit images from the search results displayed on your mobile device.

Control browser features
SOTI surf makes it easy for IT admins to manage browser features and policies to optimize functionality without
compromising content security.
•
•
•
•

Configure Data Loss Prevention (DLP) features to control what users can do with enterprise content. IT staff can disable
copy/paste, screen capture, printing, and sharing from within the browser.
Optimize the browser for your business environment by setting the default search engine, configuring predefined
bookmarks and enabling LDAP login.
Force cache clearing and history deletion after each browser session.
Force links and documents to open in the integrated secure document viewer.

Manage the browsing experience
SOTI surf enables IT admins to control not just how the browser behaves, but where it can go and what it can see.
•
•
•
•

Restrict web content by URL or content type using URL filtering (whitelists/blacklists).
Browse confidential content on the company intranet through the SOTI Enterprise Resource Gateway (ERG) without the
need for expensive and hard-to-setup VPN’s
Split tunneling browses through the internet to access public web pages and through the ERG for company intranet pages
Locks the device and the browser to specific intranet web sites with Kiosk Mode

Additional Resources
For more information about SOTI MobiControl, please download our Brochure – SOTI – Taking Mobility to Endless Possibilities.
For more information about SOTI content management, please download the SOTI hub v2 data sheet.

SOTI is a proven product innovator and EMM Industry leader. Over 16,000 customers across 170 countries
rely on SOTI for their EMM needs. We empower the enterprise to take mobility to endless possibilities.
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